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Abstract
Large retinal ganglion cells of the marine neoteleost Bathymaster derjugini were labeled with horseradish peroxidase and studied
in flatmounts. Four types formed regular, independent mosaics, of which three (biplexiform, alpha-a, alpha-c) resembled those in
several other teleosts. The fourth (alpha-ab) appeared novel in one significant respect. Whereas we originally described similar cells
in another neoteleost, Oreochromis spilurus, as monostratified in sublamina b of the inner plexiform layer, these were very clearly
bistratified in a and b. Detailed re-analysis of our Oreochromis flatmounts showed that the difference is of one degree only: many
Oreochromis cells do send fine dendrites into a. These observations strengthen the evidence that all four mosaics are homologous
across a wide range of fishes, and clear away an obstacle to our earlier proposals that the alpha-a, alpha-ab and alpha-c mosaics
of fishes, frogs, and perhaps other nonmammalian jawed vertebrates too, may all be homologous. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The regular neuronal mosaics of the retina raise
many important and interesting questions about the
spatial control of neuronal differentiation, and about
the evolution and genetic basis of neuronal types and
subtypes (Peichl, 1991; Cook, Becker & Kapila, 1992;
Cook & Sharma, 1995). Mosaics have valuable practi-
cal roles, too, in the process of defining natural neu-
ronal types, a neglected but essential first step without
which more interesting questions cannot be answered
(Cook & Becker, 1991; Peichl, 1991), and in revealing
potential homologies of type within phylogenetic lin-
eages. As experimental models, the ganglion cell mosa-
ics of fishes have special potential because their
development continues well into adult life. Annuli of
new retina are generated continuously at the ciliary
margin, so each complete mosaic includes cells repre-
senting the full spectrum of development (Hitchcock &
Easter, 1986).
In this report, we describe the forms and distribu-
tions of large retinal ganglion cells in a marine fish, the
ronquil Bathymaster derjugini (Perciformes; Bathymas-
teridae), and we directly compare one particularly inter-
esting mosaic-forming type with its equivalent in a
related freshwater fish, the tilapid cichlid Oreochromis
spilurus (Perciformes; Cichlidae). Our overall aim is to
understand whether hypotheses of homology among
similar neuronal types in different taxa where there may
be variation of form can be supported by analysis of
their mosaics.
Ronquils are slender fishes of moderate size (adults
average about 100 mm in standard length), inhabiting
shallow water in the upper horizons of the sublittoral
zone. Strictly diurnal predators with relatively large
eyes, they show well-developed territorial and aggres-
sive behavior with active displays that include dorsal fin
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spreading, mouth opening with a display of contrasting
blue spots on the gill covers, and rapid changes of body
colour (S.L. Kondrashev, unpublished observations).
These features suggest that they are highly visual: con-
sistent with this, their retinae differ from all teleost
retinae used previously for mosaic studies in having
marked gradients of cell density that define a visual
streak and an area centralis (strictly, an area retinae
temporalis ; Hughes, 1977).
The large ganglion cells of Bathymaster are known
from a previous study (Cook, Kondrashev & Podugol-
nikova, 1996) to include typical teleost alpha-a (aa)
cells, monostratified in sublamina a of the inner plexi-
form layer (Famiglietti & Kolb, 1976), alpha-c (ac)
cells, monostratified in sublamina c (Levick & Thibos,
1983), and alpha-ab (aab) cells, bistratified in sublami-
nae a and b, as well as the biplexiform cells that were
the main subject of that study1. We document all these
large ganglion cells and their mosaics here as a further
contribution to the emerging picture of constancy and
variation among anamniote retinal ganglion cells. How-
ever, our report focuses chiefly on the highly regular
and relatively dense aab mosaic, which we assume (for
background see Cook & Sharma, 1995; Shamim, To´th
& Cook, 1997a) to consist of cells of a single natural
type.
This mosaic of bistratified cells drew our particular
interest because it forms a conceptual bridge, connect-
ing the predominantly monostratified inner alpha or ab
cells of Oreochromis, the goldfish and the catfish on the
one side (Cook & Becker, 1991; Cook et al., 1992;
Cook & Sharma, 1995) to the diffusely or discretely
bistratified aab cells of frogs on the other side (Shamim
et al., 1997a; Shamim, Scalia, To´th & Cook, 1997b).
The gap to be bridged is not as wide as might be
supposed. Whether predominantly monostratified or
bistratified, ab and aab cells have many characteristics in
common. In many species (the catfish being an excep-
tion) they are distinguished from aa and ac cells not
only by their distinctive stratification patterns but also
by their different shape, smaller fields, higher branch
densities, higher mosaic regularity, closer spacing and
greater numbers. Some individual ab cells in goldfish
and catfish have also been shown to send fine dendritic
branches (and sometimes thicker proximal dendrites)
into sublamina a. These inconstantly stratified variants
could thus have been called a(a)b cells (Cook & Sharma,
1995).
When ab cells were first studied in Oreochromis
(Cook & Becker, 1991) their dendrites were not noted
to enter sublamina a ; but neither was a thorough
analysis of their depth distribution attempted because,
at that time, the only known ganglion cell mosaics were
those of the a- and b-cells of mammals and the aa cells
of goldfish (Type 1.2 of Hitchcock & Easter, 1986),
which are all exclusively monostratified. Having, since
then, found bistratified aab cells in several kinds of frog
(Shamim et al., 1997a,b) and a gecko (Cook & Noden,
1998), we judged that obtaining new data from the
original Oreochromis specimens could help us to put
these new observations in Bathymaster into context.
2. Methods
2.1. Preparation of specimens
Adult ronquils (Bathymaster derjugini ) were caught
in the Bay of Peter the Great (Sea of Japan) off
Vladivostok during June–September 1992–1995. Al-
most all details of surgery and specimen preparation
were exactly as described by Cook et al. (1996); thus,
only a brief summary is needed here. Crystals of
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) were applied to an in-
complete lesion of the optic nerve under MS-222 anes-
thesia. The fish was revived, maintained in a marine
aquarium for 2–4 days, dark-adapted, reanesthetized
deeply and decapitated with destruction of the brain.
The retina was isolated, cleaned, cut radially, and either
air-dried onto a glass slide or flattened against hard-
ened filter paper to be processed free-floating. After
fixation in glutaraldehyde, it was washed thoroughly
and developed in diaminobenzidine with cobaltous
chloride. Finally, it was washed again, dehydrated
through alcohols, cleared in xylene, and coverslipped in
Canada balsam or DePeX (Gurr). Those retinae that
had been processed free-floating were mounted on a
film grid of 0.5 mm squares (Cook, 1987).
The preparation of those retinal flatmounts from
Oreochromis spilurus that were analyzed again for this
study was described by Cook and Becker (1991).
2.2. Analysis of dendritic trees from flatmounts
Dendritic trees were studied and drawn with a draw-
ing tube and either a water immersion Zeiss Plan-
Neofluar 63:1.2 objective or an oil immersion Zeiss
Plan 40:0.85 or 100:1.25 objective. The analysis of
stratification depended on a simple but accurate system
of depth measurement described in detail by Cook and
Sharma (1995) and used in all our mosaic studies since
then (Cook et al., 1996; Cook & Noden, 1998; Shamim
1 We follow the naming system of Cook and Sharma (1995) who
used the term a for three mosaics of large ganglion cells in the catfish
to indicate their large relative size without intending to imply (or
exclude) any homology between nonmammalian and mammalian
a-cells. As in previous papers, we take sublamina a to be the most
sclerad two-fifths of the inner plexiform layer, including strata S1 and
S2 of Ramo´n y Cajal (1892); sublamina b to be the next two-fifths (S3
and S4, although the functional a:b border may lie slightly vitread to
the S2:S3 border (Kittila & Granda, 1994; Ammermu¨ller & Kolb,
1995)), and sublamina c to be the most vitread fifth (S5).
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et al., 1997a, b). Dendrites were viewed through an
objective with a flat, shallow field, on a microscope to
which a high-resolution engineer’s dial gauge had been
rigidly clamped with its tip on the focusing stage. The
gauge pointer followed focusing movements repeatably
to a resolution of 0.5 mm (less than the depth of field).
Depths obtained under water immersion were adjusted
for the apparent depth effect, and all depths were
recorded relative to the local depth of the overlying
ganglion cell layer to compensate for undulations in
the flatmount. The boundaries between retinal laminae
were visualized with oblique illumination or Nomarski
optics, and depth profile drawings were reconstructed
from many individual depth readings (Cook &
Sharma, 1995).
2.3. Analysis of soma areas and cell distributions
Ganglion cell soma areas were measured, and cell
distributions were plotted, exactly as described by
Cook et al. (1996). In brief, soma outlines were traced
with a drawing tube, digitized on a graphics tablet,
and measured with the TABLYT program (Cook &
Sharma, 1995). Cell distributions were plotted by the
improved plotting procedure of Cook (1987), in which
a piece of photographic film bearing a grid of 0.5 mm
squares is either mounted directly under the specimen
or taped underneath the slide to form the basis of a
retina-wide coordinate system, allowing cells to be ex-
amined and plotted through relatively high resolution
(20 or 25) objectives over unlimited areas with-
out any significant accumulation of positional error.
Standard algorithms (Cook & Becker, 1991; Cook,
1996) were used to compute the distance from each
cell in a mosaic to its nearest neighbor (NND), and
the frequency distribution, mean and standard devia-
tion of the NND. The significance of each mosaic’s
conformity ratio (the ratio of the mean NND to the
standard deviation of the NND) was determined from
the conformity ratio ready-reckoner of Cook (1996).
Spatial auto-correlograms, cross-correlograms and
density profiles were plotted, and effective radii of
exclusion were calculated, by the methods of Rodieck
(1991) with modifications described by Cook and
Sharma (1995).
3. Results
3.1. Patterns of cell labeling from optic ner6e lesions
Eight retinal flatmounts with total areas of between
27.9 and 88.9 mm2, well labeled with HRP from le-
sions of the optic nerve, were examined in detail for
this study. In all eight, labeled ganglion cells were
densely packed in approximately concentric annuli,
separated by unlabeled regions. An example of this
striking pattern is shown in Fig. 1. It arises from the
mode of growth of the teleost eye and from the struc-
ture of the optic nerve in perciform fishes. The nerve
takes the form of a laterally pleated ribbon (Tapp,
1973; Anders & Hibbard, 1974) in which the optic
axons are laid down in an age-related pattern, but
with the time axis folded into a zigzag by the pleating
(Scholes, 1979). In nerves with this structure, partial
lesions tend to damage age-related groups of axons,
and thus to label age-related annuli of ganglion cells
(Scholes, 1979; Rusoff, 1984; Easter, 1992). The annu-
lar pattern of Bathymaster was found to belong to the
class described by Easter (1992) as indicating approxi-
mately symmetric growth. The annular pattern limits
the spatial extent over which any neuronal mosaic can
be plotted, but also makes it easier to find cells whose
dendrites stand out well enough for drawing or pho-
tography.
Fig. 1. Low-power photomicrograph showing just over half of one
flatmounted right retina from the ronquil Bathymaster derjugini,
mounted on a film grid of 0.5 mm squares. Labeled ganglion cells
form one prominent broad annulus and one narrow partial annulus,
and also cover the central retina. The approximate site of the area
retinae temporalis is marked by white arrows. Part of the retinal
margin has been lost, obscuring its concentric relationship with the
annuli (Easter, 1992).
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3.2. Large ganglion cell types in Bathymaster
Ganglion cells of all sizes were labeled, although the
complete size spectrum was shifted towards smaller
values in these densely populated retinae than in simi-
larly sized goldfish or catfish retinae, especially (but not
only) in the region of the visual streak and area retinae
temporalis. Large ganglion cells with four distinct, char-
acteristic forms were seen, each capable of being
matched to one of four mosaic-forming types that have
been observed in other teleosts. These are described in
turn, with the aab cells considered last so that they may
be more conveniently compared with the corresponding
cells of Oreochromis.
3.3. The biplexiform ganglion cells
The prominent biplexiform ganglion cells of Bathy-
master have large somata displaced into the inner nu-
clear layer and dendrites spreading in both the inner
and outer plexiform layers (Fig. 2D–F and Fig. 3D), as
we have already shown (Cook et al., 1996). In a later
section of the present paper, they are shown to form
regular mosaics.
3.4. The aa ganglion cells
The aa cells of Bathymaster (triangles in Fig. 2C, D;
Fig. 3A) were characterized, as in other teleosts, by
large somata and very thick proximal dendrites,
sparsely but very widely branched within sublamina a.
In Bathymaster, even more than in Oreochromis, the
goldfish or the catfish, their dendritic trees reached out
asymmetrically towards the retinal margin (Fig. 2D and
Fig. 3A). Symmetric aa cells were rare, although both
forms clearly belonged to the same mosaic wherever
they coexisted. Many aa somata were wholly or partly
displaced but many others were orthotopic (lying in
the ganglion cell layer), the proportion varying
from region to region and retina to retina. Soma pro-
jection areas were measured for all 53 of the aa cells
found in a defined region just dorsal to the visual
streak in one retina (the smallest flatmount, of
total area 27.9 mm2), where their mosaic properties
could also be assessed along with the soma areas and
mosaic properties of aab cells. The mean soma projec-
tion area of these aa cells was 9394 mm2, with a
standard deviation of 27 mm2. Orthotopic aa cells of-
ten appeared to have smaller somata than their dis-
placed counterparts because more of their volume was
distributed vertically through the inner plexiform
layer: this difference must have contributed to the
relatively large standard deviation of the projection
area.
3.5. The ac ganglion cells
The ac cells of Bathymaster (Fig. 3C) were only
sporadically labeled in these specimens, as in most
fishes and frogs studied so far. Where they were well
labeled, they were very similar in somatic and dendritic
size, general form and minimum spacing to aa cells at
the same location, differing significantly from aa cells
only in being predominantly monostratified close to the
ganglion cell layer, in stratum S5 of Ramo´n y Cajal
(1892) or sublamina c of Levick and Thibos (1983).
Their sporadic labeling made it impossible to identify
any mosaic. The problem of interpreting sporadic neu-
ronal distributions that seem to show a defined mini-
mum spacing was discussed by Cook et al. (1996) in the
context of biplexiform ganglion cells.
3.6. The aab cells of Bathymaster and the ab cells of
Oreochromis
The most prominent mosaic-forming cells in Bathy-
master were the aab cells (for the origin of this term, see
Cook & Sharma, 1995). These cells are present in Fig.
2(A–C) (white spots in Fig. 2A), and are seen well in
Figs. 4 and 6 (left column; white spots), and in the
drawings of Fig. 3(B), Fig. 5(A, C). In many ways,
these cells were morphologically very like the ab (inner
alpha) cells of Oreochromis (Cook & Becker, 1991).
Since the chief apparent difference lay in their dendritic
depth distributions, which were not previous analyzed
in any detail, the original flatmounts of Oreochromis
were re-analyzed here and new depth-calibrated draw-
ings and photographs were made (Fig. 3E, Fig. 5B, D
and Fig. 6 right column) so that this apparent differ-
ence could be explored.
3.6.1. Size and shape
While the members of each a-cell mosaic in Bathy-
master varied noticeably in size with location, at all
locations the ab:ab cells of both species had slightly
smaller somata than nearby aa cells. In Bathymaster, a
sample of 164 aab somata from the same mid-dorsal
region as the 53 aa somata described above gave signifi-
cantly smaller projection areas (P0.047; one-tailed
Mann-Whitney U-test), with a mean of 8592 mm2.
The standard deviation of these aab somata was also
smaller, at 19 mm2; this may have been because they
were orthotopic and so varied less in shape and vertical
extent than the variably displaced aa population. Like
Oreochromis ab cells, Bathymaster aab cells differed
from nearby aa and ac cells in being more closely
spaced and in having primary dendrites that were more
numerous and more tapered, giving rise to smaller and
more prolifically branched trees (Fig. 2A–C, Fig. 3B,
Fig. 5C, D).
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Fig. 2. Photomicrographs showing three large ganglion cell types in the dorso-temporal quadrant of a Bathymaster retina, all in one field of a 25
objective, at six focal planes. Each plane is marked (top left) with its depth as a percentage of the local thickness of the inner plexiform layer.
Dorsal is top right, temporal top left. Scale bar100 mm. (A) In the ganglion cell layer, nine aab somata (white spots) form a regular array. The
two aa somata in this field are both displaced, and thus absent from this focal plane. (B) Sublamina b contains short sections of thick proximal
aab dendrites (small arrowheads). These, and finer distal dendrites, are more clearly shown in Fig. 3(B), Fig. 4(B), Fig. 5(C) and Fig. 6(C). (C)
The vitread part of sublamina a also contains aab dendrites (small arrowheads), seen better in Fig. 3(B), Fig. 4(C), Fig. 5(A), and Fig. 6(E). This
plane also contains the somata of two aa cells (white triangles). The dendrites of three aa cells and a biplexiform cell are seen, out of focus. (D)
The sclerad part of sublamina a contains prominent aa dendrites (large arrowheads) from the two aa somata of part (C) and a third aa soma
outside the frame (right). The dendrites (arrows) of the biplexiform cell (asterisk) overlap those of the aa cells. (E) The soma of the biplexiform
cell (asterisk) spans the boundary between the inner plexiform and inner nuclear layers; some of its dendrites (arrows) cross into the inner nuclear
layer. (F) The outermost dendrites of the biplexiform cell (arrows) run deep in the inner nuclear layer, bordering the outer plexiform layer. Being
beyond the inner plexiform layer, their plane has a negative depth value. At this level, the regular mosaic of cone pedicles can be clearly seen,
almost in focus. A corner of the underlying grid square (Fig. 1) is also seen, further out of focus.
3.6.2. Stratification
Even in respect of patterns of dendritic stratification,
re-analysis revealed certain clear and characteristic par-
allels between Bathymaster aab cells and Oreochromis ab
cells. Naturally, both extended many dendrites within
sublamina b (Fig. 3B, E, Fig. 5C, D, Fig. 6C, D). More
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significantly, neither extended dendrites as far as the
plane of arborization of the aa cells in the sclerad half
of sublamina a (Fig. 3B, E), which corresponds roughly
to stratum S1 of Ramo´n y Cajal (1892). The chief
interspecies difference lay in the proportion of the den-
dritic tree lying within the vitread half of sublamina a (S2
of Ramo´n y Cajal). In Oreochromis, as in the goldfish
and catfish (see Section 1), dendrites in this layer were
sporadic, thin and inconspicuous (Fig. 5B and Fig. 6F),
whereas in Bathymaster they were much more consistent,
numerous and conspicuous, leading to a very different
overall impression (Fig. 4C, Fig. 5A and Fig. 6E). A
careful survey of 60 well labeled Oreochromis ab cells
revealed dendrites within the vitread half of sublamina
Fig. 3. Caption opposite.
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a on 42 of them (70%), although in many cases these
were only isolated fine branches. The greater thick-
ness of the inner plexiform layer in Bathymaster (39
mm as against 26 mm for Oreochromis at the locations
shown in Fig. 6) also made it easier to see that the
more sclerad dendrites of these cells lay outside sub-
lamina b.
3.7. Mosaic distributions of aa, aab and biplexiform
cells in Bathymaster
Fig. 7(A, B) show the spatial distributions of the
same aa cells (triangles) and aab cells (spots) that were
used for soma area measurements. Both distributions
were clearly regular, the aa cells being the more
widely spaced of the two types as in most other non-
mammals that have been studied. Quantitative data
for these two mosaics are presented in Table 1. Only
a few biplexiform cells were adequately labeled in this
region, so their mosaic was not plotted: however, a
biplexiform mosaic in another retina is described be-
low and included in Table 1.
As in all our recent studies of mosaic-forming cells,
we used two distinct approaches to spatial analysis to
study the spacing, regularity and independence of
each mosaic. Analyses of distance to nearest labeled
neighbor (NND) gave valuable information about
spacing, and allowed the regularity of each mosaic to
be confirmed from the significance of its conformity
ratio (mean NND:standard deviation of NND: Cook,
1996). Analyses using spatial autocorrelograms and
crosscorrelograms and density profiles (Rodieck, 1991)
gave spacing information that has been shown to be
highly robust in the presence of undersampling
(Cook, 1996), and key information about the spatial
relationships between different mosaics.
Fig. 7(D–F) show NND frequency distributions for
the aa and aab mosaics of Fig. 7(A–C), both sepa-
rately and combined. The combined distribution (Fig.
7F) is subject to the usual leftward shift and skewing,
caused by numerous close pairings between het-
erologous members of the two mosaics, but none of
the three distributions matched the theoretically pre-
dicted pattern (Rayleigh distribution) for a random
sample of the same mean density (Kolmogorov–
Smirnov one-sample tests: P0.0001 for each). All
had conformity ratios that indicated a significant de-
gree of regularity (P0.0001 for each: Cook, 1996).
The conformity ratios of the individual mosaics were
high (Table 1), in keeping with the almost crystalline
regularity evident to the eye in Figs. 4, 5, 7 and 9.
Fig. 7(G, H) show density profiles from spatial au-
tocorrelograms for the same aa and aab mosaics. Mo-
saic behavior creates a well of low density at the
center of the autocorrelogram density profile: the vol-
ume of this well can be expressed as the radius of an
equivalent cylinder (Rodieck, 1991). This radius, here
called the exclusion radius, is marked by a pair of
vertical bars on the density profile. In Table 1, the
exclusion radius for each mosaic can be compared
with its mean NND: the exclusion radius is consis-
tently smaller.
In Fig. 7(I), the independent nature of these two
mosaics is clearly demonstrated by the density profile
of the spatial crosscorrelogram. The central well is
confined to a single partially depleted bin, and the
exclusion radius of 12.5 mm suggests that the only
situation in which either of these cell types affected
the distribution of the other was when their somata
or primary dendrites were close enough to make con-
tact.
Fig. 8(A) shows the interleaved spatial distributions
of aa cells (triangles), aab cells (spots) and biplexiform
cells (open circles) in the ventrotemporal quadrant of
another Bathymaster retina, where all three popula-
Fig. 3. (Opposite) Examples of large ganglion cell types in Bathymaster derjugini (A, D) and Oreochromis spilurus (E, F), all to the same scale.
Each is shown both in plan view, as traced with an immersion objective and camera lucida, and in profile view, as reconstructed by combining
the horizontal axis of the plan view with depth readings made at frequent intervals along each dendrite (Cook & Sharma, 1995). The depth axis
is expanded by a factor of 2.5 for clarity. Marks beside each profile divide the inner plexiform layer into five equal parts approximately matching
strata S1-5 of Ramo´n y Cajal (1892), and letters (c, b, a) show the sequence of sublaminae. The axons are tipped with arrowheads. (A) An aa
cell from Bathymaster. Its soma is interstitial (within the inner plexiform layer). Its dendrites are confined to the sclerad part of sublamina a and
form a large but very sparsely branched tree. Like many aa cells in this species (and others), it is highly asymmetric, with all its dendrites directed
away from the optic disk and only the axon directed towards it. (B) An aab cell from the same location [its soma is outlined and marked ‘B’ in
(A) and (D)]. Its soma is orthotopic (in the ganglion cell layer). Its dendritic tree is much smaller but more highly branched than that of the aa
cell, and it is bistratified in sublaminae b (continuous lines) and the vitread half of a (dashed lines). (C) An ac cell from a similar location in
another Bathymaster retina. Its soma is orthotopic and its dendrites are confined to sublamina c. Its tree rivals that of the aa cell in size and
sparseness. (D) A biplexiform ganglion cell from the same location as (A) and (B) (their somata are outlined and marked). The soma is displaced
to the inner nuclear layer. The dendritic tree is very large, and bistratified in sublamina a (continuous) and the inner nuclear:outer plexiform layers
(dashed). (E) An ab cell from Oreochromis, with an unusual degree of bistratification. Its size, and the branching pattern and sublaminar
distribution of its tree, are very like those of aab cells in Bathymaster, especially when the smaller, thinner retina is taken into account. However,
the outer dendrites are finer than those of Bathymaster ; far too fine to reproduce here at their correct thickness. The outer subtrees of most ab
cells were much less extensive (see Fig. 5). (F) An aa cell from the same location [the ab cell of (E) is just outside the field]. The soma of this
example is displaced and the dendritic tree is rather more symmetrical than that from Bathymaster. However, the branching pattern and
sublaminar distribution are equivalent. Scale bar100 mm (40 mm for depth axis).
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Fig. 4. Photomicrographs showing nine aab cells (arrowheads) in the dorso-nasal quadrant of a Bathymaster retina at three focal planes, centered
on 100, 60 and 30% of the local thickness of the inner plexiform layer (IPL). Dorsal is upwards, nasal to the right. Scale bar100 mm. (A) The
aab somata (at 100% of the IPL) form a regular array at the outer border of a labeled annulus. (B) Their inner trees (at 60% of the IPL) comprise
both fine distal dendrites and coarser proximal ones from which the outer trees branch. (C) Their outer trees (at 30% of the IPL) spread more
widely, often intersecting those of their immediate neighbors in the mosaic.
tions were moderately well labeled in two concentric
partial annuli. Again, quantitative data are presented in
Table 1. The shapes of the NND distributions were
characteristically uninformative and so are not shown,
but Fig. 8 does show density profiles derived from the
relevant autocorrelograms (Fig. 8B–D) and crosscorrel-
ograms (Fig. 8E–G). These confirm that the aa and
biplexiform cells of Bathymaster, despite their superfi-
cial similarities, belonged to mosaics that were spatially
independent of each other, just as in three other marine
teleosts (Cook et al., 1996). As always, too, the ab cells
belonged to another independent mosaic.
Fig. 9 shows five more samples of the aab mosaic in
different regions of three further Bathymaster retinae,
to explore their variation. The samples were taken both
inside and outside the visual streak, in both temporal
and nasal retina, and in retinae of widely different sizes.
Together, they confirm the consistently high regularity
of the aab mosaic and demonstrate its systematic varia-
tion in spacing, both regionally within each retina and
generally with varying retinal size. Details of these
samples are given in the legend to Fig. 9, and the
quantitative data for all of the aab mosaics of this study
are assembled in Table 2.
Fig. 5. (Opposite) Mosaic samples containing six Bathymaster aab cells (A, C) and five Oreochromis ab cells (B, D), traced with a drawing tube
and 63:1.2 objective on a depth-calibrated microscope. Dendrites in the sclerad 40% of the inner plexiform layer (S1S2 of Ramo´n y Cajal;
taken as sublamina a) made up the outer subtrees in both species (top). Dendrites in the adjacent 40% (S3S4; taken as sublamina b) made up
their inner subtrees (bottom). Our assumption that the S2:S3 and a:b boundaries coincide at 40% is arbitrary; the functional a:b boundary may
lie a few percent vitread (Ammermu¨ller & Kolb, 1995). Its location is not critical as most dendrites lay outside (or passed steeply through) the
range of uncertainty. Somata in the ganglion cell layer and axons in the fiber layer (arrowheads) are drawn with the inner subtrees. Scale bar100
mm. (A) The outer subtrees of the six Bathymaster cells were extensive and well tessellated. They included both coarse and fine dendritic branches
and tended to overlap their immediate neighbors. (B) The outer subtrees of the five Oreochromis cells apparently consisted of only a few very fine
dendritic branches, but every cell in the group had at least one such branch. Fig. 3(E) shows a reconstruction of an exceptional cell with more
outer branches than any of these. (C) The inner subtrees of the Bathymaster cells were also extensive and well tessellated. (D) The inner subtrees
of the Oreochromis cells were more compact, and failed to intersect each other. Their proximal dendrites were well labeled but, as Cook & Becker
(1991) noted, there is no proof that the full subtree was visible. If very fine distal dendrites remained unlabeled in these inner subtrees, the same
might be true of the outer subtrees. Even so, the strong predominance of the inner subtrees remains clear.
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Fig. 5. Caption opposite.
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3.8. Numbers and proportions of the large cell types in
Bathymaster
The significant cell density gradients of the Bathy-
master retina make it difficult to estimate the total
number of cells in each mosaic-forming population by
extrapolating from a small number of spatially re-
stricted samples. For the aab cells, simple extrapolation
from five mosaic samples in four retinae yielded esti-
mates ranging from 2050 [based on the dorsal retinal
sample of Fig. 7(B) in the smallest retina, and thus
probably an underestimate] to 7500 [based on the area
retinae temporalis sample of Fig. 9(C) and thus almost
certainly an overestimate], with a median of 3765
[based on the nasal retinal sample of Fig. 9(D)]. Even
the lowest figure, however, is higher than that for a(a)b
cells in any fish or frog studied so far, consistent with
the small average size and high total density of the
entire ganglion cell population in this species. For the
aa cells, simple extrapolation from the relatively large
sample of Fig. 7(A) (in the same small retina) gives an
estimate of 700, which is also higher than in any fish or
frog species studied so far.
The relative proportions of the different types ap-
peared to be approximately constant across the retina,
so their ratios can be estimated with more confidence.
In this case, the main source of uncertainty is the
possibility that different types were affected by different
degrees of undersampling. Within the defined region of
overlap of the aab and aa cells in Fig. 7, the observed
numerical ratio of the two types was 3.1, while their
ratio as estimated from the exclusion radii of the two
types (which may be more accurate because these radii
are highly resistant to undersampling) was 3.5. These
estimates fall within the range of corresponding esti-
mates for the goldfish Carassius auratus (2.9: Cook et
al., 1992), the cichlid Oreochromis spilurus (3.0: Cook &
Becker, 1991), the clawed frog Xenopus lae6is (3.3:
Shamim et al., 1997a) and the leopard frog Rana pipi-
ens (3.6: Shamim et al., 1997b).
4. Discussion
We have documented the characteristic forms and
distribution patterns of large ganglion cells in the ron-
quil Bathymaster derjugini, a marine perciform fish,
showing that they form spatially independent regular
mosaics with forms and stratification patterns similar to
those of other teleosts. We observed several characteris-
tics that have already been noted in other anamniote
species and need no further discussion here: for exam-
ple, tendencies for aa cells to be variably asymmetric
and variably displaced; for aab cells to have smaller
somata and dendritic fields and more highly branched
trees; and for ac cells to be only sporadically labeled
(Cook & Becker, 1991; Cook et al., 1992; Shamim et
al., 1997a, 1997b). The strong cell density gradients
within the retina of this highly visual teleost have also
allowed us to observe positional changes in cell form
and spacing within individual mosaics, similar to those
in frogs (Shamim et al., 1997a; Shamim et al., 1997b).
These position-related within-type variations, although
important, will also be ignored in this Discussion be-
cause they are to be the primary focus of another paper
that collates data from several teleost species (Cook,
Kondrashev & Podugolnikova, in preparation).
In this Discussion, we focus particularly on our
parallel observations on the bistratified cells of the aab
mosaic in this species and on the ab cells of a freshwater
perciform fish, the cichlid Oreochromis spilurus, which
were previously reported to be monostratified. The
new, more detailed observations of the present report
show clearly that the interspecies variation in dendritic
stratification among aab and ab populations is quantita-
tive rather than qualitative; a matter of degree, rather
than a categorical distinction. This has implications,
considered below, for the possible homology of aab and
ab mosaics across different taxonomic groupings.
Although the basic mosaic features of large ganglion
cells seem to have been broadly conserved during
teleost phylogeny, the presence of a considerable degree
of structural variation between members of the same
taxonomic order suggests that some features are subject
to rapid change, presumably in response to ecological
pressures. Budnik, Mpodozis, Varela and Maturana
(1984) came to similar conclusions about the areae
retinae of birds. The general implications of interspe-
cific variation for neuronal classification schemes, stud-
ies of visual function and studies of developmental
mechanisms were explored fully by Cook et al. (1992).
4.1. Are the ab and aab mosaics of different species
homologous?
This question is important because it exemplifies the
obstacles that currently stand in the way of any general
understanding of neuronal evolution. Any attempt at
an answer hangs on two definitions: the criteria for a
presumption of homology; and the taxonomic level
under discussion.
The fundamental basis for homology is neither
shared form nor shared function but shared ancestry
(reviewed in Northcutt, 1984) but in practice the ances-
tries of neurons must be inferred from the phylogenetic
distributions of their defining characters, including
characters based on form. Thus, neural structures
(neurons, mosaics or larger assemblages) are judged
homologous (in the sense shared-derived or synapo-
morphic) when most or all of their individual
Fig. 6. Photomicrographs illustrating typical sublaminar patterns of HRP-labeled aab dendrites in Bathymaster and ab dendrites in Oreochromis.
Each column shows four focal planes in one field of a 63 objective. Each plane is marked (top left) with its depth as a percentage of the local
thickness of the inner plexiform layer (Bathymaster : 39 mm; Oreochromis : 26 mm). The left column (A, C, E and G) shows Bathymaster aab cells
(88.9 mm2 flatmount of this study); the right column (B, D, F and H) shows Oreochromis ab cells (54 mm fish of Cook & Becker, 1991). Both
fields are in dorsal retina. (A, B) At the level of the ganglion cell layer, each field contains two ab:ab somata (white spots). In (B), this field also
contains the vitread tip of an aa soma (white triangle). (C, D) In both species, many dendrites of the ab:ab cells lie in sublamina b, but linking
branches (small arrowheads) leave this plane to pass into sublamina a. In Bathymaster (C), the linking branches are large and numerous, and the
branches that continue in sublamina b are relatively fine. In Oreochromis (D) the links are small and their departure has no obvious effect on the
main tree. (E, F) The linking branches (small arrowheads) give rise to planar dendrites (arrows) in sublamina a. Fine, varicose dendrites of
another, smaller, ganglion cell type also ramify at this level in both species. Note that the aa dendrites are still out of focus. (G, H) Thick dendrites
of aa cells (large arrowheads) come into focus further sclerad. Scale bars50 mm.
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characters are present in sister groups but absent from
outgroups with more distant (earlier) common ances-
tors. When these conditions are met, the parsimonious
assumption is that the structures in question descended
from a single ancestor, at a time when the sister and
outgroup lineages had already diverged. Homologies
inferred in this way are always provisional, but can be
relied on if enough groups and characters are
considered.
When a set of characters is widespread in a radiation
but no outgroup lacking them has been identified, there
is no certain way of quantifying the possibility that the
Fig. 7. Caption opposite.
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Table 1
Properties of the spatial distributions of aa, aab and biplexiform ganglion cells in retinal flatmounts from Bathymaster derjugini
aaGanglion cell type aabaabpxaaaab bpx
Region of retinaa D A V–T
Total retinal area (mm2) 32.6927.85 32.69
2.792.58 2.28Sample area (mm2) 2.182.285.626.40
205 103 68 39 154 31Number of cells in sample 73
16.1 12.1 17.1 70.6Mean density (cells:mm2) 28.3 13.673.5
14693 8891 18796Mean NND9SEM (mm) 21799 18296 9492 215911
25 18 56Standard deviation of NND (mm) 71 39 22 61
5.88 4.85 3.34Conformity ratio 3.07 4.62 4.38 3.52
B0.0001 B0.001B0.0001B0.0001 B0.0001P-value of conformity ratiob B0.0001B0.0001
Exclusion radii (mm)
111 59 110 120from autocorrelogramsc 123 62 129
13 13 6 25from crosscorrelogramsd
a D, dorsal; A, partial annulus from temporal through dorsal to ventronasal; V–T, ventrotemporal.
b Determined from the conformity ratio ready-reckoner of Cook (1996).
c A measure of the minimum spacing between neighboring cells of the same type in the mosaic represented by each column.
d A measure of the minimum spacing between neighboring cells of differing type in the mosaics of adjacent columns.
same characters arose independently in different lin-
eages, which would make them non-homologous (ho-
moplasous). Even then, it is normal to regard the
shared characters and their associated structures as
potential homologues in a broader sense (shared-primi-
tive or symplesiomorphic) until the point or points at
which they first emerged can be resolved (Northcutt,
1984). At present, all (or at least all nonmammalian)
ganglion cell mosaics fall into this category, and studies
of ganglion cells in non-teleost jawed and jawless fishes
are needed to resolve the issue.
Despite all this, a provisional assignment of homol-
ogy remains possible for a limited range of taxonomic
levels. We can be fairly confident that the aab mosaic of
Bathymaster and the ab mosaic of Oreochromis are
indeed homologous, not only because their properties
are so similar but also because these species are very
closely related, in proportion to the broad phylogenetic
span across which similar mosaics are found. It is true
that the pattern of dendritic stratification, a character
with presumed functional significance, differed more
between Bathymaster and its sister perciform, Ore-
ochromis, than between Oreochromis and an outgroup
species, the goldfish. However, this is not a significant
obstacle, for two reasons. First, our analysis shows that
this character varies only quantitatively among these
species, and such variation is normally considered inad-
missable as evidence for or against homology (Pimentel
& Riggins, 1987; Bookstein, 1994; but see also Zelditch,
Fink & Swiderski, 1995). Second, a single character
never provides a sure basis for judging homology and it
is clear that, even if this one character had differed
categorically between Bathymaster aab and Oreochromis
ab mosaics, their phylogenetic relationship and their
many other shared characters of form and spatial distri-
bution (described in Section 1) would still have led to a
provisional, though weaker, conclusion of homology.
The parallels and similarities that we have now ob-
served among the biplexiform, aa and aab mosaics of
three perciform and four scorpaeniform species (Cook
& Becker, 1991; Cook et al., 1996; Cook, Kondrashev
& Podugolnikova, unpublished observations) suggest
that a presumption of homology could safely be ex-
tended to cover both of these sister orders of neoteleost
fishes, and all of these large ganglion cell mosaics.
At the next level, that of the teleosts as a whole, the
extrapolation becomes less certain. The teleost radia-
tion is ancient and diverse, and differences of scale and
Fig. 7. (Opposite) Spatial analyses of overlapping samples from the aa and aab mosaics of Bathymaster, taken from a left retinal flatmount of 27.85
mm2. Numerical data are assembled in Table 1. (A) The mosaic of aa cells, shown in isolation. (B) The mosaic of aab cells, also shown in isolation.
(C) The same two mosaics, overlaid in their true retinal context. D and T represent the dorsal and temporal retinal poles. The oval outline is the
optic disk. Scale bar1 mm. (D) The NND distribution for the aa mosaic is typical: it fits the Gaussian curve with the same mean and standard
deviation (solid line), but does not fit the Rayleigh curve for an infinite random population of the same mean density (dashed line). (E) The NND
distribution for the aab mosaic has smaller distance values but is otherwise similar. (F) The combined NND distribution is also typical: It fits
neither curve well, being neither symmetrical (because of closely spaced pairs of unlike cells) nor truly random. (G) The density profile of the aa
autocorrelogram shows a wide, deep well that represents the zone around every aa cell from which other aa cells are excluded. The theoretical basis
of the spatial correlogram was described by Rodieck (1991), and some of its properties were tested empirically by Cook (1996). (H) The density
profile of the aab autocorrelogram shows a narrower (but equally deep) well, representing the smaller exclusion zone around each aab cell. (I) The
density profile of the crosscorrelogram between the two mosaics shows only a narrow well of partial depth. This probably represents a very limited
steric hindrance or interference at close range between aab cells and (orthotopic) aa cells. Otherwise, the profile shows these two mosaics to be
spatially independent, as in other animals.
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Table 2
Summary of the spatial distributions of aab cells in retinal flatmounts from Bathymaster derjugini
8(A) 9(B)Figure showing sample 9(A)7(B) 9(C) 9(D) 9(E)
V–T N N, VSRegion of retinaa T, ATD N N
32.69Total retinal area (mm2) 29.6327.85 29.63 72.80 72.80 88.91
2.18 0.95 0.692.79 1.74Sample area (mm2) 2.07 3.29
154 69 86Number of cells in sample 179205 107 151
70.6 72.6 124.673.5 102.9Mean density (cells:mm2)b 51.7 45.9
9492 8792 6591 7391 10592Mean NND9SEM (mm) 119928891
22 16 1418 16Standard deviation of NND (mm) 19 20
4.85Conformity ratio 4.38 5.51 4.66 4.44 5.56 5.87
B0.0001P-value of conformity ratioc B0.0001 B0.0001 B0.0001 B0.0001 B0.0001 B0.0001
62 64 47 5259 82Exclusion radius (mm)d 92
a D, dorsal; V, ventral; T, temporal; N, nasal; VS, visual streak; AT, area temporalis.
b Note that the mean cell density is appreciably higher in the VS and AT samples, and higher in small retinae than in large ones.
c Determined from the conformity ratio ready-reckoner of Cook (1996).
d A measure of the minimum spacing between neighboring aab cells.
form as large as those between the ab mosaic of the
catfish and the aab mosaics of Bathymaster and other
marine neoteleosts cannot be dismissed out of hand.
Even so, a hypothesis of homology appears useful in
guiding further work, and its plausibility is increased by
the strong case for homology of the corresponding aa
mosaics, which are much less variable, both morpho-
logically and numerically.
Finally, at yet higher taxonomic levels, the clear
evidence presented here for bistratified aab cells in a
teleost eliminates one obvious potential objection to the
more far-reaching proposal (Shamim et al., 1997a) that
Fig. 8. Spatial analyses of overlapping samples from the aa, aab and biplexiform mosaics of Bathymaster, taken from two concentric labeled annuli
in a left retinal flatmount of 32.69 mm2. Numerical data are assembled in Table 1. (A) All three mosaics are shown overlaid in their retinal context.
As in Fig. 7, aa cells are shown as open triangles and aab cells as black spots. Biplexiform cells are shown as open circles. V and T represent the
ventral and temporal retinal poles. The circular outline marks the approximate location of the area retinae temporalis. Scale bar1 mm. (B) The
density profile of the aa autocorrelogram shows a wide, deep, well, as in Fig. 7, representing the large exclusion zone around each aa cell. (C) The
density profile of the aab autocorrelogram shows a narrower (but equally deep) well, representing the smaller aab exclusion zone. (D) The density
profile of the biplexiform autocorrelogram shows a wide, deep well just like that for the aa mosaic, although the smaller sample (n31) yields
a noisier profile. (E), (F) The density profiles of the crosscorrelograms between the aa and aab mosaics [(E)] and between the aab and biplexiform
mosaics [(F)] show only narrow or partial wells, indicating that these mosaics are spatially independent, as in other animals. (G) The density
profile of the crosscorrelogram between the aa and biplexiform mosaics shows a full-depth well with a 50 mm exclusion radius. The lack of closer
pairings has two possible explanations. It may reflect a limited degree of spatial interaction between the co-stratified primary dendrites of
neighboring unlike cells. Alternatively, it may only reflect the limited size of these samples, which were the largest that could be obtained showing
all three mosaics overlaid because of the annular labeling pattern.
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Fig. 9. Samples of aab mosaics taken from three right retinal flatmounts of Bathymaster. The five mosaic samples are all shown to the same scale,
but the flatmounts differed considerably in size so their outlines are shown at different scales: All the scale bars represent 1 mm. All the mosaics
were very regular. Within these five samples, the aab cell density was highest in the nasal visual streak of the smallest retina [(A)] and in the area
retinae temporalis of a larger retina [(C)], lower in a nasal region of the smallest retina, away from the visual streak (B), and lowest of all in nasal
non-streak regions of the two larger retinae [(D) and (E)]. The area retinae temporalis of the smallest retina would be expected to have a higher
aab cell density than any of these, but was not labeled well enough for analysis. Data for these samples and others are assembled in Table 2.
4.2. What purpose might the 6ariable bistratification
of aab cells ser6e?
Ever since the initial discovery that ganglion cells
with dendrites confined to sublaminae a or b gave
OFF-center or ON-center responses, respectively, in
both carp (Famiglietti, Kaneko & Tachibana, 1977)
and cat (Nelson, Famiglietti & Kolb, 1978), bistratifi-
cation across the a:b boundary has been widely taken
as a morphological correlate of cells with a biphasic,
transient ON–OFF response.
However, the true relationship between stratifica-
tion pattern and response character does not seem to
be so simple. For example, the much-studied
ON–OFF directionally selective cells of the rabbit
have a dendritic distribution like that of Bathymaster
aab cells: variably bistratified, despite their consistent
the ab:aab mosaics of fish may be homologous to
the aab mosaics of frogs. It is also consistent with
the speculation, based on mosaic studies of gecko
retinae (Cook & Noden, 1998), that the ganglion cell
mosaics of all nonmammalian jawed vertebrates may
share one set of primitive (symplesiomorphic) charac-
ters, while the ganglion cell mosaics of the therian
mammals may share a different set of characters
that are derived (synapomorphic). Obviously, further
studies of ganglion cell mosaics will be needed to
assess the plausibility of these ideas, not only in rep-
tiles and birds but also in fishes other than teleosts,
and in agnathan vertebrates, whose ganglion cells
have a different pattern of laminar distribution but
include at least one biplexiform type (Fritzsch &
Collin, 1990).
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ON–OFF responses, sometimes with individual pri-
mary dendrites that branch exclusively either in a or in
b but more often with branches of the same primary
dendrite contributing to both a and b (Oyster, Amthor
& Takahashi, 1993). In the rabbit, as in Bathymaster,
the outcome is a variable ratio of branch length and
subtree area between the outer and inner subtrees. But
they differ in at least one important way, too: while
Bathymaster ’s aab cells belong to a single, well-tessel-
lated mosaic, the rabbit’s ON–OFF cells form four
overlapping mosaics with four independent patterns of
dendritic tessellation and junctional coupling (Vaney,
1994). Direct recordings and intracellular injections
show that rabbit ON–OFF cells with different direc-
tional preferences are members of different mosaics
(Amthor & Oyster, 1995).
To complicate matters further, ON–OFF cells need
not be bistratified; nor need bistratified cells be ON–
OFF. In the rabbit, local edge detector cells (Amthor,
Takahashi & Oyster, 1989) give ON–OFF responses
but their dendrites are essentially monostratified in b or
at the a:b boundary. In the turtle, too, monostratified
ON–OFF ganglion cells have been found, with den-
drites near the a:b boundary (G23 of Ammermu¨ller &
Kolb, 1995). Conversely, in the same study, two clearly
bistratified cells with dendrites in a and b (G5 and G7)
gave sustained ON-center responses (though with tran-
sient components), while tristratified and diffusely
stratified cells spanning the a:b boundary (G11 and
G13) gave sustained OFF-center responses.
In summary, then, it is not yet possible to predict the
functional implications of the variable bistratification
that we see among teleost ab:aab cells. But, as their
mosaics in different species appear to represent ho-
mologous structures, we would predict that the func-
tion most urgently requiring complete retinal coverage
(the main function of each mosaic in the sense of Cook
et al., 1992) is likely to be widely conserved.
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